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Highland Heather Ornate Style Triple Time 

                 
Stamps: Ornate Style, Positive Thought  Ink: Highland Heather, Stampin’ Blends: Purple Posy 
Combo, Highland Heather Combo, Daffodil Delight Combo, Old Olive Combo, Light Blackberry Bliss 
Cardstock: Highland Heather, Whisper White Accessories:  SNAIL,  Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, 
Classic Label Punch, Clear Wink of Stella Glitter Brush, Glitter Enamel Dots, Medium Whisper White 
Envelopes 
Measurements:     
Highland Heather card base: 5 ½” x 8 /12”, scored and folded at 4 ¼” 
Highland Heather Triple Time mat layers: 2 ¼” x 3 ½”, 3 ¼” x 4 ½” 
Whisper White Triple Time layers to stamp: 2” x 3 ¼”, 3” x 4 ¼”, 4” x 5 ¼” greeting strip: scrap 
Whisper White inside layer:  3 ½” x 4 ¾”Ribbon: about 8 inches 
Stamping tips: 
Adhere all three triple time layers to stamp together with a little bit of SNAIL. Stamp floral spray in 
center of the layers with Highland Heather ink. Make sure you press firmly over the whole stamp so 
the image stamps evenly on the layers.Stamp the small bunch of blooms around the edges with 
Highland Heather ink. 
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Color the daisies with Light Purple Posy first, then add accents of Dark Purple Posy. Color over all 
with Light Purple Posy again to blend and soften the colors. Add Light Blackberry Bliss to the centers. 
Color the center bloom with Light Daffodil Delight first, then add accents of Dark Daffodil Delight. 
Color over all with Light Daffodil Delight again to blend and soften. Color the small pansy-ish blooms 
with just the Dark Purple Posy. Add Dark Daffodil Delight to the centers. Color bloom on the bottom 
left with Light Highland Heather first, then add accents of Dark Highland Heather. Color over all with 
Light Highland Heather again to blend and soften the colors. Add Clear Wink of Stella to the daisies 
and the bottom Highland Heather bloom. Color the leaves and stems with Light Old Olive first, adding 
accents with Dark Old Olive and coloring over all again to soften and blend. Gently take the layers 
apart to add to the corresponding mat layers with SNAIL. Adhere the middle layers to the first layer 
with SNAIL. Adhere the top layers with a dimensional in each corner.  

 
Wrap ribbon around lower portion of top layer, tying in a knot. Trim ends with scissors. Stamp “Hugs 
Prayers Love” with Highland Heather ink on white scrap. Punch “Hugs” with Classic Label Punch. 
Trim left side close to the “H” with scissors. Adhere to card with a glue dot under “Hugs” and a 
dimensional under the right end. Add a Gorgeous Grape Glitter Enamel Dot to the right end using a 
paper-piercing tool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Stamp inside white layer with sentiments with Highland Heather ink. Stamp small blooms and floral 
spray with Highland Heather ink.  Adhere inside card with SNAIL. 

 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card.  


